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Brief History 
 

 
This tool started its journey in 1950, and was sold to The New York Times 
Company in 1969. The Times company sold their magazine division to 
Condé Nast in 2001. The headquarters of Golf Digest is in Des Moines, 
Iowa. 
 

 
Scope and Coverage 

 
Golf Digest (printed) is a monthly golf magazine published by Condé Nast 
Publications in the United States. It is a generalist golf publication cover 
various news on recreational golf and men's and women's competitive golf. 
Condé Nast Publications also publishes the more specialized Golf for 
Women, Golf World and Golf World Business. The articles are published in 



Golf digest; covers different aspects of golf sports like equipments, game 
instruction, golf tournaments, golf personality, news of game etc. 
 

 
Kind of Information 

 
In Golf digest golf related articles available with its title, author name 
(posted by) and publishing date. Articles are present with brief description 
and photographs. Sometimes hyperlinked terms are present for more detail 
information. An example is given below for clear understanding. 
 
Judge fines golf course for...not installing cameras to monitor out-of-bounds shots? 
 
By Joel Beall 
 

 
 
I have never had sympathy for residents on golf courses complaining about errant balls in 
their yard. They get the added value on their real estate and backdoor access to the links 
whenever they want, for the small price of a few Titleists scattered across their 
landscape...and why would you moan about that? You'd never have to buy a ball in your 
life! Plus, you know damn well what you're signing up for when buying a house next to a 
golf hole; it's like eating three Big Macs then griping about a stomachache. 
So in past golfer-homeowner disputes, we've always turned to a deaf ear to the matter. Not 
like hackers are trying to hit the ball out-of-bounds. But, as this court case shows, courses 
can pay the price when players go wayward on house-lined holes. 
According to the Allentown Morning Call, a Pennsylvania judge has fined Morgan Hill Golf 
Club $1,000 for failing to install cameras to monitor "all golf swings and the trajectory of all 
golf balls" on its 13th hole. The club is currently in a dispute with a couple that is tired of 
golf balls on their property, and the judge asked for video cameras on the hole in question. 
But when the club opened up early thanks to warm weather, the cameras were not yet in 
place, to which the couple filed a motion. 
To the club's credit, they've moved the tee box on the hole twice, but the couple says it 
hasn't helped. (And before you say the couple should get out of Dodge, they moved into 
their house in 2001 before the course was built in 2004.) 
Although, if the couple was smart, they'd look at this as a business opportunity. If as many 
balls are landing in their yard as claimed, they could make a nice buck walking up to the 
13th tee and selling used ammo. 
 
After each entry sometimes video clips are also available. 
 

 
Special Features 

 
 User can follow Golf Digest via social networking sites like 

Facebook, Twitter, Google+ and so on.   
 List of :  "The World's 100 Greatest Golf Courses" ; "America's 100 



Greatest Golf Courses" ; "America's 100 Greatest Public Golf 
Courses" ; "100 Best Golf Courses Outside the United States" 
present. 

 Contact and feedback option available with proper form. 
 Latest news; most watches videos list available. 
 A site map present for easy access to website. 
 For subscription of Golf Digest printed version one can apply 

through proper form. 
 
Arrangement Pattern 

 
The articles are arranged according to publishing date wise. Dates are 
arranged newest to oldest order. One can search their information under 
different categories like Equipments, Instructions, Courses etc. An example 
is given below. 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 
Remarks 

 
In 2009, Golf Digest was nominated for a National Magazine Awards by the 
American Society of Magazine Editors in the Magazine Section in 
recognition of the excellence of a regular section of a magazine based on 
voice, originality and unified presentation.  In April 2014, Golf Digest was 
widely criticized when, after neglecting to picture a female golfer on their 
cover for six years, they chose to picture model Paulina Gretzky in a 
revealing outfit as their May 2014 cover. 

 
Comparable Tools 

 
 Open Medicine Digest (https://blogs.biomedcentral.com/on-

medicine/tag/open-medicine-digest/) 
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